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Abstract
In seeking methods to improve airport capacity,
the question arose as to whether an electronic display
could provide information enabling the pilot to be
responsible for self-separation under instrument con-
ditions to allow for the practical implementation of
reduced-separation, multiple glide-path approaches.
This study involved the development and simulator
validation of a time-based, closed-loop algorithm for
in-trail approach and landing. This algorithm was
designed to diminish the effects of approach speed
reduction prior to landing for the trailing aircraft as
well as the dispersion of the interarrival times. The
operational task for the validation was an instrument
approach to landing while following a single lead air-
craft on the same approach path. The desired land-
ing separation was 60 sec. An open-loop algorithm
was tile basis for comparison. The results of this
study showed that relative to tile open-loop algo-
rithm, the closed-loop algorithm could theoretically
provide for a 6-percent increase in runway through-
put. From these results, it is concluded that by using
a time-based, closed-loop spacing algorithm, precise
interarrival time intervals may be achievable with op-
erationally acceptable pilot workload.
Introduction
In general, airports operate at a higher efficiency
during visual flight conditions than (luring instru-
ment meteorological conditions. Two primary air-
borne techniques that, in conjunction, may allow
airports operating under instrument conditions to
achieve nearly the same level of capacity ms that re-
alized under visual conditions are (1) nmltiple glide-
path approach methods and (2) the reduction of the
instrument flight rules interarrival separation inter-
vals currently required between aircraft. Aircraft
interarrival separation is presently dictated by run-
way occupancy time and wake-vortex considerations
(through vortex-dissipation times). The multiple
glide-path approach method offers the potential to
reduce interarrival separation through tile avoidance
of wake vortices, rather than through their dissipa-
tion. By providing the trailing aircraft with either
a higher or laterally offset (upwind or closely spaced
parallel runway) approach path, reduced-separation
approaches may be possible with minimum vortex
hazard.
In seeking methods to improve airport capac-
ity, therefore, the question arose as to whether an
electronic display, presenting the data-linked posi-
tion of surrounding aircraft traffic, could provide in-
formation which would enable the pilot to be re-
sponsible for self-separation under instrument con-
ditions to allow for the practical implenmntation of
reduced-separation, multiple glide-path approaches.
Two research studies have been completed (refs. 1
and 2) which address this question. These studies
have shown that an increase of situational awareness,
relative to conventional instrument flight, was pro-
vided by the displayed traffic information. They also
showed that multiple glide-slope approaches, pro-
cedurally designed for vortex avoidance, are possi-
ble which maintain pilot workload and performance
within operationally acceptable limits. It is notewor-
thy that these results were obtained with planned,
in-trail aircraft separation times or interarrival times
(IAT) as small as 45 sec.
In maximizing runway capacity, reducing the IAT
is obviously a primary consideration. Additionally,
two other IAT-related factors influence runway ca-
pacity. The first factor is tile difference between tile
projected and tile actual IAT. That is, the lead air-
craft and the trailing aircraft may be perfectly sepa-
rated as the lead aircraft lands, but due to approach
speed reduction prior to landing for tile trailing air-
craft, the actual IAT is greater than the projected.
From the studies of references 1 and 2, this added
approximately 8 see to an actual threshold crossing
time of approximately 98 see for a projected 90-see
IAT (both controller and self-spacing) and added ap-
proximately 3 sec for the 60-see and 45-see separation
canes.
The second factor affecting runway capacity is tile
IAT dispersion. That is, tile less that the IAT varies
from tile mean IAT, tile shorter the mean IAT can be
for an equivalent level of missed approaches (ref. 3).
Figure 1 illustrates this effect of tile IAT dispersion
on runway arrival capacity. This effect is noteworthy
since a secondary result of the first study (ref. 1)
showed that a reduction of IAT dispersion relative to
a controller providing separation cues is possible by
using the displayed information for self-separation.
(Controller separation was not used in the study
of reference 2.) These interarrival time dispersions
resulted ill all average standard deviation of 4.9 sec
for the controller-based separation and 1.9 sec for the
self-separation cases.
In examining these two factors, it becomes obvi-
ous that the primary cause for both the slow-down
effect and the IAT dispersion was that no spacing
guidance was provided after the lead aircraft landed.
From a controls viewpoint, the trailing aircraft at this
point became open-looped. In order to reduce the ef-
fects of these two factors, the development and simu-
lator validation of a time-based, closed-loop spacing
algorithm was undertaken. This development and
simulator validation is the topic of this paper.
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Figure 1. Effect of IAT dispersion on runway arrival capacity.
The time-based, closed-loop spacing algorithm
and the associated cockpit display are a modifica-
tion of tile display and spacing algorithms developed
during the studies of references 1 and 2. The infor-
mation was presented oil a f()rward-lookmg, head-up
display (HUD) format that would pernfit the pilot
to monitor and maintain a prespecified in-trail sep-
aration interval. The operational task for the simu-
lation validation was an instruinent landing system
(ILS) approach to landing while fi)llowing a single
lead aircraft on the same approach path. The desired
landing separation was 60 sec for these approaches.
For the validation, each of three pilots flew six ap-
proaches with data being taken primarily in the form
of quantitative measurements.
Symbols and Abbreviations
AGS
G_, G2, Ga
HUD
IAS
IAT
ILS
K
Lpast
Lpresent
RF
aircraft-guidance symbol
mathematical gains
head-up display
indicated airspeed, knots
interarrival t.ime
instrument landing system
mathematical constant
past position of lead aircraft
present position of lead
aircraft
range of following aircraft to
runway, It,
RF, ref
RF, o
1_L
/_L,ref
/{x
S
SDC
standard
Tcross
Tdes
Terr, 1 , rerr,2
rF
rF, iIl
Ty,otlt
approximate point where
following aircraft reaches
VF, ref, ft
range of following aircraft to
runway when R L = 0, ft
range of lead aircraft to
runway, ft
approximate point where lead
aircraft reaches VL,ref, ft
assumed maximum range of
lead aircraft
ground speed, ft/see
slow-down compensator
standard spacing algorithm
time since lead aircraft crossed
runway threshold, see
desired separation time, see
time error terms, sec
estimated time of following
aircraft to go from R L to
runway, see
estimated time of following
aircraft to go from R F to
]_F, ref, see
estimated time of following
aircraft to go from RF, ref to
runway, sec
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TL
TL_in
TL,out
Tlall(]
TII(H|I
Verr
VF
gF, ref
Vref
AR
/_tgllOlll
estimated time of lead aircraft
to go from RL to runway, sec
estimated time of lead aircraft
to go from R L to RL,ref, sec
estimated time of lead aircraft
to go from /_L,ref to runway,
sec
estimated time of following
aircraft to landing, sec
nominal time separation, sec
ground speed error, ft/sec
ground speed of following
aircraft, ft/sec
final approach ground speed of
following aircraft, ft/sec
V F required to achieve proper
separation
ground speed of lead aircraft,
ft/sec
visual landing display system
final approach ground speed of
lead aircraft, ft/sec
reference final approach speed
as indicated airspeed, knots
range between lead aircraft
and following aircraft, ft
deviation from nominal time
separation, sec
Research System
Simulator Description
This study employed the Langley Visual/Motion
Simulator, which is a part-task, six-degree-of-
freedom, motion-base simulator capable of present-
ing acceleration and attitude cues to the pilot. Audio
cues for aerodynamic buffeting and engine noise were
also provided. The aircraft dynamics modeled were
those of a Boeing 737 ami included nonlinear aero-
dynamic data and atmospheric effects. Conventional
electromechanical navigation instruments, which in-
cluded a horizontal-situation indicator, a flight direc-
tor, and distance-measuring equipment (DME), were
provided in the cockpit. Neither an autopilot nor a
stability augmentation system was provided for the
pilot. In addition, no attempt was made to duplicate
any specific aircraft cockpit configuration or control-
wheel force-feel characteristics. This simulator is fur-
ther described in reference 4.
Additions to the aircraft force and inoment equa-
tions caused by the vortex flow fields were made
based on a strip-theory technique described in ref-
erence 5. The vortices generated by this method
were for a lead aircraft that approximated the normal
landing configuration of a Boeing 747 (wing leading-
and trailing-edge flaps deployed, all landing flaps at
30 °, landing gear down, a lift coefficient of 1.40, and
a velocity of 140 knots) at a weight of 509914 lb.
After generation, the vortices descended at a rate of
6 ft/sec until they reached a point 600 ft below their
generation point, at which time they ceased to de-
scend. To simulate ground effect, vortices that came
within 60 ft of the ground were held at that altitude
and were spread outward at a rate of 6 ft/sec. Tile
lower than nominal descent rate of the vortices (with
nominal being approximately 7 to 8 ft/see) and tile
lower than nominal maximum descent position (with
nominal being approximately 900 ft below the gener-
ation point) were used to provide worse than normal
vortex conditions by keeping the vortices closer to
the flight path of the generating aircraft.
The visual landing display system (VLDS) pro-
vided the pilot with an out-the-window color scene of
the simulated terrain. Tile system used a 60-ft by 24-
ft three-dimensionally scaled terrain model, includ-
ing a large commercial airport, that was traversed in
three axes by a gantry carrying a closed-circuit color
television camera. Gantry movements accounted for
the aircraft spatial position, whereas the television-
probe optics-system motions accounted for the head-
ing, pitch, and bank of the aircraft. Additionally,
the capability existed to simulate instrument mete-
orological conditions flight with this system by the
employment of a controllable skyplate in its optical
probe. Camera and gantry motions were commanded
by the aircraft-simulation computer program, and
the resulting scene was routed to the window screen
of the simulator.
Primary Display Hardware
The primary pilot display for this study employed
an out-the-window virtual image system of the beam-
splitter, reflective-mirror type. The system, located
nominally 50 in. from the pilot's eyes, presented a
nominal 48 ° width by 36 ° height field of view of
a 525-line raster video system and provided a 46 °
by 26 ° instantaneous field of view. The system
supplies a color picture of unity magnification with
a resolution on the order of 9 min of arc (ref. 4).
The forward-looking, HUD-type presentation for this
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studywasobtainedby mixingthevideosignalfrom
the VLDScamerawith tile videooutput from an
AdageACT 340 graphics system, which generated
the HUD symbology. The HUD display format was
software windowed to provide a 30 ° wide by 20 ° high
field of view.
Traffic Generation Technique
The displayed traffic wa_ generated from data pre-
viously recorded by using the Langley Flight Sinmla-
tion Computing Sut)systems. Specifically, the traffic
data were created by using a piloted simulation ca-
pability, wherein flights were made along a path that
was prescribed by tile test scenario. The data from
these individual flights were recorded and then, by
tiine correlation, were used as the parameters for the
lead aircraft. For this study, two landing speeds for
the lead aircraft were used 120 and 140 knots to
represent landing speeds of larg(_ an(t heavy aircraft.
Experimental Design
Basic-Display Format
Tile display forlnat on which the traffic informa-
tion was adde(t was the ILS approach portion of the
HUD format developed for the McDonnell Douglass
DC-9-80, now known a_s the NID-80 (reN. 6 to 8).
hfformation on this display was made available by
the Douglas Aircraft Company, who developed the
concept, and Sundstrand Data Control, Inc., who
designed and built the HUD equipment. This for-
mat was essentially command oriented in that of the
three guidance-related symbols (command reference.
aircraft guidance, and category II ILS "window"),
only the command-reference symbol moved eonfor-
really with tho external view. The components of this
format, shown in figure 2 for an arbitrary situation,
were as follows: The attitude reference marker, which
was a rlonm_a'ing symbol, was used in conjunction
with the horizon line to indicate pitch attitude and
heading. The horizon line and the associated pitch
scales moved conformally with the pitch and roll atti-
tudes of the aircraft. Additionally, these scales trans-
lated in the loll axis to indicate the drift-correction
angle ("crab" angle) of the aircraft. This angle was
determined by comparing the course reference sym-
bol which was fixed to the horizon line, with the
heading symbol, which moved in pitch and roll with
the horizon line but did not translate with heading.
The command-reference symbol was always aligned
under the course-reference symbol and overlaid the
alining poin_ on the runway. The aircraft-guidance
symbol (AGS) can be thought of as the position pro-
jection of the' aircraft being flown. The movement of
Heading symbol _ .--L-__-_-- Attitude-reference marker
Course-reference symbol _ [//-- Horizon line with 5° headingI I II V I
Command-reference symbol
____[]_.f [_- Aircraft-guidance symbol
Category II ILS symbol
Speed error--
Airspeed -_ 135 300 _- Radio altitude
-700 _-- Vertical speed
marks
10
- -10' attitude line
10
The conditions shown are as follows:
• 2° pitch attitude
• 1° right drift-correction angle
• 135-knot airspeed
• 300-ft altitude
• 700-ft/min descent
I
• Within the category 1I ILS limits I
(slightly low and right) I
3 knots slow [
Pitch-up and roll-left command J
I
Figure 2. I_asic-display fi,rma_.
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thissymbol(whichcombinedthedesiredglide-slope
angle,the ILS error, and variousaircraft position
andattitudeparameters)wassuchthat byoverlaying
the command-referencesymbolwith this symbol,a
smoothtransitionto theglidepathcouldoccurand
bemaintained.ThecategoryII ILS windowsymbol
provideda measureof deviationfrom the nominal
glidepathandwasreferencedto theAGS;however,
the scalingwasnot unity and the locationof the
windowsymbolwasnot conformalwith theoutside
viewunlesstheaircraftwasflyingexactlyalongthe
nominalapproachpath.
It shouldbenotedthat theguidancesymbology
wasdesignedfor categoryII ILS approaches.In ad-
ditionto theseattitude-andpath-guidancesymbols,
a speed-errorsymbolwasalsoprovided.Thissym-
bolgrewverticallyasaflmctionofspeederrorwhere
aa-knots-fastindicationwouldshowthesymbolbe-
ingabovethe "wing" lineof theAGSandits length
equalto theradiusofthecentercircleoftheguidance
symbol.Tileerrorsignalto drivethissymbolwould
normallycomefromthe flight-directoralgorithmof
tile aircraft.
Traffic-Display
The basictraffic-display(fig. 3), developedin
references1and2, was a modification of the basic-
display format with the addition of three symbols:
the present-position symbol of the lead aircraft, the
past-position symbol of the lead aircraft, and the
numeric symbol for deviation from nominal time
spacing. The general concept in the formulation of
these symbols was to provide the pilot with adequate
information so that he could (1) assess tile potential
danger stemming from the vortices generated by the
lead aircraft, (2) modify his approach profile for
vortex avoidance, and (3) adjust his speed to provide
for adequate in-trail separation. With this in nfind,
it was deternfined that the lateral deviation of tile
lead aircraft relative to the glide path was of no
concern to the follower as long as the lead aircraft
remained within nominal ILS limits. For this reason,
and while the within-limits condition was met, the
lateral position of the lead aircraft was not shown to
the follower. The rationale and implementation for
each of the symbols are provided below (along with a
section describing the standard spacing algorithm).
I II V i i
_j__ Present-position symbolof lead aircraftValue of ATnom
135 300 of lead aircraft
-700
10 10
The conditions shown are as follows:
• Leader is slightly high on the ILS
Leader was slightly low on the ILS
• 2-sec slow separation error
• 7-knot closure rate
Figure 3. Traffic-display format,
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Present-position symbol of lead aircraft.
The primary purpose of the present-position symbol
of the lead aircraft (Lpresent), which was represented
by a left and right "wing," was to provide informa-
tion to the pilot on how accurately the lead aircraft
was following the intended path. This symbol was
driven vertically as a function of the ILS glide-slope
error of the lead aircraft in the same manner as the
ILS box. The exception was that, unlike the basic
display where the ILS box was driven relative to the
AGS, the Lpresent symbol was driven relative to the
ILS box. To prevent a misinterpretation of the flare
maneuver as a missed approach maneuver, the ver-
tical position was "frozen" once the lead aircraft de-
scended below a 100-ft altitude.
Two lateral motions were also possible with the
Lpresent symbol, and these, as well, were based rela-
tive to the ILS box. The first motion was a function
of the closure rate on the h'ad aircraft, wherein each
half of the symbol (the wings) moved either toward
the other (indicating an increase in separation) or
farther apart (indicating a decrease in separation).
The motion was scaled such that a 20-knot closure
rate would reflect as a gap, between the circular ends
of the symbol and the ILS-box cdge_ equal to one-
quarter of the width of the ILS box. This closure-
rate indication was also linfited to 20 knots. The
second lateral motion that this symbol would exhibit
was a function of tile lateral ILS error of tile lead
aircraft and would occur only when the error was
greater than approximately _/,,o. At this time, the
symbol would move laterally as a function of ILS lo-
calizer error with the wing opposite tile direction of
motion being blanked to reduce display clutter. In
other words, if the lead aircraft, was deviating to the
right, the right wing wouht move to the right and the
left wing would be blanked. This feature was impor-
tant during the last portion of the approach in that
the pilot could tell whether or not the lead aircraft
was exiting the runway.
Past-position symbol of lead aircraft. The
primary purpose of the past-position symbol of the
lead aircraft (Lpast.), which was represented by a left
and a right half-circle, was to provide some general
information as to where the vortices generated by the
lead aircraft were relative to the following aircraft.
(referred to as ownship). The implenmntation of this
symbol was simply a "playback" of the position of
the stored Lpresent. symbol relative to the ILS box.
That is, if ownship was positioned 10 n.mi. from
the runway, the Lpast symbol indicated the position
of the lead aircraft when it also was 10 n.mi. from
the runway. Since vortices normally descend after
generation, the top of each half-circle of the Lpast
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symbol was placed on the display at the position
that was previously occupied by the circular ends
of the wings of the Lpresent symbol. This implied
a descending condition. Unlike the Lpresent symbol
that "froze" when the lead aircraft descended below
100 ft in altilude, the Lpa_st symbol remained active
until ownship landed.
Standard Spacing Algorithm
The deviation from nominal time spacing
(ATnom) term was the primary variable for deter-
mining and adjusting the in-trail separation. The
numeric value denoting ATnom was designed to aid
the pilot in maintaining the prescribed in-trail sepa-
ration and was an indication, in seconds, of the sepa-
ration error. The information presented by this sym-
bol was based on the desired separation time (Tde_),
the estimated time that it would take the lead air-
craft to reach the runway threshold (RL/VL), and an
adjustment term to compensate for the differences in
assumed final approach speeds between the lead air-
craft and ownship (VL,re f /VF, ref). This value was not
displayed afWr the lead aircraft crossed the runway
threshold.
In addition to the numeric display of ATnom,
shown over the left side of the AGS, a numeric display
of AR, displayed in tenths of nautical miles, was
shown over the right side of the AGS at any time
that AR became less than 12 152 ft or 2 n.mi.
One additional modification was implemented in
the traffic display in an attempt to reduce pilot work-
load duc lo the in-trail separation task. This modifi-
cation involved driving the speed-error symbol on the
basic format with a speed-error term that was a flmc-
tion of the speed of ownship, the in-trail separation.
and AT_(m_. This modification was used prior to the
lead aircraft cr_ssing the runway threshold. After the
lead aircraft crossed the threshold, the basic-format
speed-error 1era was used. A detailed description of
this algorithm is given in appendix A.
Compensatory Spacing Algorithm
To compensate for the slow-down effect., as well
as to reduc_ * IAT dispersion, a closed-loop spacing
algorithm was developed. This algorithm, termed the
slow-down compensator (SDC), was a modification of
the algorithm of the basic traffic-display. The time-
spacing algorithm used in the basic traffic-display, as
with other constant-time spacing schemes (to include
constant time delay), was designed to provide for a
nominal separation as the lead aircraft crosses the
runway threshold.
If ownship was not at the final approach speed as
the lead aircraft crossed the threshold, the approach
profilewouldbeasshownin figure4 (assumingthat
ownship was initially faster than the final approach
speed). For the actual time difference between the
lead aircraft and the trailing aircraft to be equal to
Tdes, the trailing aircraft would have to maintain the
ground speed it had at R L = 0 (assuming also that
ATnom = 0 at that time). Since in a "real world"
application this case would in most respects be unac-
ceptable from an operational and safety standpoint,
an algorithm was developed to compensate for the
slow-down effect through a continuous adjustment of
Thorn. The algorithm was divided into two parts; one
part for RL > 0 and the other part for RL <_ O.
VF
VF,ref
Profile required for
mdesm=.1___
Typical profile
Runway RF,ref RFat RL = 0
threshold
RF
Figure 4. Speed versus range, utilizing a constant time sepa-
ration algorithm.
RL > 0. For the IAT to equal Tdes, the time for
ownship to reach the runway (TF) nmst be equal to
the time for the lead aircraft to reach the runway (TL)
plus Tde s. To determine the time required for the lead
aircraft to reach the runway threshold, two calcula-
tions must be made. The first of these determines
the estimated time required for the lead aircraft to
reach the runway threshold from the point where it
would reach final approach speed. The second cal-
culation determines the estimated time required for
the lead aircraft to reach final approach speed (as-
suming that the lead aircraft is currently faster than
the final approach speed) from its current position
and speed. Similar calculations are then made for
ownship. A ATnom term was then determined in a
manner similar to the standard separation algorithm.
A modified speed-error was also provided, based on
the new value of ATnom.
RL <_ O. Once the lead aircraft crossed the
runway threshold, the SDC algorithm was based on
Thorn, where Tnom = Tdes - Tcross, and Tcross equaled
the time since the lead aircraft crossed the runway
threshold. Speed-error, time-error, and ATnom terms
were then calculated as a function of Thorn. A
detailed description of this algorithm is given in
appendix B.
Task Description
The piloting task for the validation of this con-
cept was a manual, instrument approach and landing
while following the vortex-generating lead aircraft in
weather conditions which simulated a 150-ft ceiling
and calm air. The approach was to runway 26L at the
Stapleton International Airport, Denver, Colorado.
The test subjects were instructed to fly tile sinmlator
in a manner they deemed acceptable for airline oper-
ations and to avoid radical maneuvers. Besides being
professional pilots, the test subjects had attended an
airline training school and were experienced in fly-
ing Boeing aircraft. During the test runs, the test
engineer acted as the copilot with regard to lower-
ing the flaps and other such tasks as directed by tile
evaluation pilot.
During this study, the means for providing the
in-trail separation was divided into two categories:
standard and SDC. Under standard separation, the
pilot used the basic traffic-display with the associated
separation algorithm. Under SDC separation, the
pilot used the traffic-display with the SDC algorithm.
In both cases, the Tde s value was set to 60 sec.
Traffic Profiles
The traffic scenario utilized in this validation was
that of a single lead aircraft flying the ILS approach
to runway 26L at the Stapleton International Air-
port. Two profiles for the lead aircraft were used
and are described ill the following discussion.
Profile 1. This traffic profile was that of an
aircraft with a Vre f -- 120 knots (tile sanle as that
of ownship). This aircraft flew an almost idle thrust
descent while carefully maintaining the ILS path.
It landed and exited the runway in a normal but
expeditious manner. This profile was considered the
baseline profile.
Profile 2. This traffic profile was used to eval-
uate the effect of dissimilar approach speeds. The
approach speed simulated that of a heavier aircraft
with Yre f = 140 knots. This aircraft carefully main-
tained the ILS path, landed, and exited the runway
in a normal but expeditious manner.
Test Conditions
A total of 18 simulated instrument approaches
were flown by 3 pilots to obtain data, each pilot fly-
ing 6 approaches. The test matrix for each pilot is
shown in table I. Sufficient training was given prior
to the initial simulation data sessions to minimize the
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learningeffects.Thepilotsweretrainedin all situa-
tionsshownin thetestmatrix.Tile initial conditions
for theleadaircraftwereasfollows:ontheILSpath,
at an IASof 250knots,andapproximately15n.mi.
from the runwaythreshold.The initial conditions
for ownshipwereasfollows:on theILS path,at an
IASof 250knots,andat a distancebehindthelead
aircraftsuchthat ATnom was approximately zero.
Table I. Text Matrix
Sequence Lead aircraft
uumber Algorithm t'_,,f, knots
Standard
Standard
SDC
SDC
Standard
SDC
120
120
120
120
140
140
Results and Discussion
The primary results of the validation were the
measurements of the actual IAT. These results are
shown in tables II and III. The differences in both
the IAT and tile IAT dispersions /)etween the two
guidance algorithms were significant at the 5-percent
level. The mean IAT for the standard algorithm was
63.26 sec (3.26 sec mean error relative to the desired
60-see separation), and the mean IAT for the SDC
algorithm was 59.96 sec (-0.04 sec mean error). The
IAT standard deviation for the standard algorithm
was 0.36 sec and the IAT standard (teviation for the
SDC algorithm was 0.09 sec. The (tifferences be-
tween these standard deviation values, while statis-
tically significant, were not operationally meaning-
fill. However, the differences in the mean IAT were
operationally significant in that the SDC can theo-
retically provide for a 6-percent increase in runway
throughput.
Path-tracking performance (ILS glide-slope and
localizer error) was also analyzed. Relative to the
guidance algorithm used, no differences in either
lateral or vertical tracking perfornmncc were noted.
Pilot coininents indicated that all three pilots felt
the SDC guidance would t)e acceptable fi'om an op-
erational standpoint. Two of the pilots noted that
they could not detect any major difference between
tile algorithms with respect to their workload. Ad-
ditionally, all commented that the mechanization of
the speed-error term using the speed-error symbol on
the display was very similar to the fast-slow indicator
Oil a conventional attitude-director indicator (ADI).
Because of this, it was very easy to use.
Table II. IAT
Guidance
Lead aircraft
V_,t, knots
Standard 120
Standard 120
Standard 1 _0
SDC 121)
SDC i 120
i
SDC ] 110
[
IAT, sec
Pilot 1 Pilot 2
63.35 63.39
63.20 62.78
62.96 63.09
60.01 59.90
59.82 59.85
60.01 59.95
Pilot 3
63.97
63.03
63.56
59.98
60.04
60.09
Table III. IAT Error
Guidat_ee
Lead rcraft
t_,t: :nots
Standard
Standard
Standard
SDC
SDC
SDC
0
0
0
0
IAT error, sec
Pilot 1
+3.35
+3.20
+2.96
+0.01
-0.18
+0.01
Pilot 2
+3.39
+2.78
+3.09
0.10
0.15
-0.05
Pilot 3
+3.97
+3.03
+3.56
-0.02
+0.04
+0.09
Conclusions
This study involved the development and simula-
tor validation of a time-based, closed-loop algorithm
for in-trail (one aircraft behind the other) approach
and landing. This algorithm was designed to reduce
the effects of approach speed reduction prior to land-
ing for the lrailing aircraft as well as to reduce the
interarrival time (IAT) dispersion. The operational
task for tile validation was an instrument approach
to landing while following a single lead aircraft on
tile same approach path. The desired landing sepa-
ration was 60 sec for these approaches. An open-loop
algorithm, developed in previous work, was used as
the basis for comparison. For this validation, each
of three pilots flew six approaches with data being
taken primarily in the form of quantitative measure-
ments. From lhes,, results, the following conclusions
were drawn:
1. For the desired IAT of 60 see, the use of the
open-loop algorithm resulted in a 3.26-sec mean
error, while the closed-loop algorithm resulted in
a -0.04-see mean error. The IAT deviation with
either algorit hm was less than 0.5 see.
2. Relativeto the open-loopalgorithm,the closed-
loopalgorithmcouldtheoreticallyprovidefor a
6-percentincreasein runwaythroughput.
3. Theuseoftheclosed-loopalgorithmdidnotaffect
thepath-trackingperformance.
4. Pilot commentsindicatedthat theguidancefrom
the closed-loopalgorithmwouldbe acceptable
fromanoperationalstandpoint.
Fromtheseresults,it is concludedthat by using
a time-based,closed-loopspacingalgorithm,precise
IAT intervalsmaybeachievablewith operationally
acceptablepilot workload.
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2. Relative to the open-loop algorithm, the closed-
loop algorithm could theoretically provide for a
6-percent increase in runway throughput.
3. The use of the closed-loop algorithm did not affect
the path-tracking performance.
4. Pilot comments indicated that the guidance from
the closed-loop algorithm would be acceptable
from an operational standpoint.
From these results, it is concluded that by using
a time-based, closed-loop spacing algorithm, precise
IAT intervals may be achievable with operationally
acceptable pilot workload.
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Appendix A
Standard Spacing Algorithm
Thenumberdenotinga deviationfromnominal
timespacing(ATnom)wasdesignedto aid thepilot
in maintainingthe in-trail separationand wasan
indication,in seconds,of his separationerror. The
symbolATnom is defined as
ATnom = (AR - TnomVF) (1)
VF,ref
where AR is the in-trail separation, VF is the current
ground speed of ownship, t/_'ref is the nominal final
approach speed (Vref) of ownship (the final speed
that ownship should decelerate to, which is a value
selected before the approach begins), and Tnom is
defined as
rnom = Tdes -I- _LL 1 l_F, ref, ]
where RL is the current range to tile runway of the
lead aircraft, VL is the current ground speed of the
lead aircraft, Tdes is the desired (and preselected)
separation time as the lead aircraft crosses the run-
way threshold, and VL,re f is the assumed nominal ap-
proach speed of the lead aircraft. The _L (1 - F_'_,ref]VL' f
term is used to compensate for dissimilar approach
speeds. Any error generated from a miscalculation
in nominal approach speeds, which are usually based
on aircraft type, will diminish as the lead aircraft
approaches the runway.
In addition to the numeric display of ATnom,
which was shown over the left side of the AGS,
a numeric display of AR, displayed in tenths of
nautical miles, was shown over the right side of the
AGS any time that AR became less than 2 n.mi.
It should be noted that most of the concepts for
the traffic display, noted previously, were obtained
under a contract to Dynasyst, Inc., of Princeton, New
Jersey.
One additional modification was implemented in
the traffic display in an attempt to reduce pilot
workload due to the in-trail separation task. This
modification involved driving the speed-error symbol
on the basic format with a speed-error term obtained
from equation (1). A zero ATnom is the quantity
actually desired. Therefore, set ATnom equal to zero
in equation (1) and solve for VF, which is actually,
then, the required V F (that is, VF, req) for ATnom
equal to zero. Thus
(AR - Tnom VF, req) ___ 0
VF, ref
Solving for PF, re q
AR
VF'req- Tnom (2)
Thus, speed error is
Speed error = V F - VF.req (3)
The VF, re q term returned to the nominal approach
speed for the aircraft after the lead aircraft crossed
the runway threshold.
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Appendix B
Compensatory Spacing Algorithm
To compensatefor the slow-downeffectaswell
as to reduceIAT dispersion,a closed-loopspacing
algorithmwasdeveloped.This algorithm,termed
theslow-downcompensator(SDC),wasa modifica-
tion of the standardalgorithmof the basictraffic-
display.Thetime-spacingalgorithmusedin theba-
sic traffic-display,aswith otherconstant-timcspac-
ingschemes(includingconstant-time delay), was de-
signed to provide the nominal separation as the lead
aircraft crosses the runway threshold.
If ownship was not at the final approach speed as
the lead aircraft crossed the threshold, the approach
profile would typically cause the actual IAT to be
greater than Tde s. For the actual time difference be-
tween the lead aircraft and the trailing aircraft to
bc equal to Tdes, the ownship would have to main-
tain the ground speed it had when R L = 0 (assum-
ing also that ATnom = 0 at that time). Since, in
a "real world" application this case would in most
respects be unacceptable from an operational and
safety standpoint, an algorithm was developed to
compensate for the slow-down effect by the continu-
ous adjustment of Thorn. The algorithm was divided
into two parts: one part for R L > 0 and the other
part for R L _< 0. A flowchart of the algorithm is given
in figure B1 and a narrative description is given be-
low.
RL>O
For the IAT to equal Tdes, the time for ownship
to reach the runway must equal the time for the lead
aircraft to reach the runway plus Tde s. That is,
TF, in + TF, out: T L -_-Tde s (1)
where TF, in is the time required for ownship to fly
from the point RF, rcf (approximate point where own-
ship reaches VF, ref) to the runway threshold, TF, out is
the time required to go from R F to RF, ref (assuming
a linear deceleration), and T L is the time required for
the lead aircraft to fly from RL to the runway thresh-
old. To determine the time required for ownship to
reach the runway, let
and let
RF -- /_F, ref (2)
YF, out : (V F + VF, ref)/2
Two equations, similar to TF, in and TF, out, are de-
rived for the lead aircraft. Let
RL,ref
TL,in- VL,ref (3)
where TL,in is the time required for the lead aircraft
to fly from the point RL,re f (the estimated point
where the lead aircraft reaches VL,ref) to the runway
threshold. Let
R L -- RL,re f
TL'°ut = (VL + VL,r=f"2e)/ (4)
where TL,out is the time required to go from RL
to RL,re f (again assuming a linear deceleration). A
generalized term T L for the estimated time required
for the lead aircraft to reach the runway threshold
for any R L was derived from equations (3) and (4):
T L = GI(TL,in + TL,out) + (1 - G1) --
RL
vL
where
G1 = 1 (RL >_ RL,ref)
RL
G1 -- RL,ref (RL < RL,ref)
The required VF (VF, req) to obtain IAT = Tde s is
(rearranging eq. (1))
rF, om= T L + rdes -- ZF, in
Substituting equation (2) for TF, out,
RF - RF ref
(gF, req + gF, ref)/2
= TL + Yae, - TF, .
then,
2(RF - /_F, ref)
VF, req = TL 4- Tdes _-TF, in -- VF, ref (5)
If VF, req from equation (5) is greater than the initial
speed of ownship, then VF, req is set equal to the initial
speed of ownship. This is to prevent an initial speed
increase during the approach. Then Tnom and ATnom
are determined with a new Tnom (from eq. (2) of
appendix A) corresponding to
AR
TDOIII --
VF, req
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I Begin 1
yes _no
I G1 11 _ _12_ _1 start timir <  ross'l
G2=1
Rx IRLrref
I
Compute lead aircraft speed
= (1 - G2) VT + G2 [(RL- RL,ref)VT + aL,ref VL,ref]/RL
f
Compute lead aircraft
time to threshold
TL,in - RL, ref
VL,ref
T RL - RL,re!
L,out =(V L + VL,ref)/2
I Tn°m = Tdes - Tcr°ss I
Compute VF,req for R F > RF,ref I
2 ( a F - aF,ref) _ VF,ref IIVF,req, 1 = (Tno m - TF,in )
I S= V FTerr, 1 = (RF- RF,re!) RF,ref _Tno m
_/F + VF,ref
ILatch = True
Figure B1. SDC algorithm flowchart.
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TF,in = RF, ref
VF,ref
I TL = G1 (TL,in + TL,out) + G1 RL/VL I
I
I
2 (R F - RF,ref)
VF,re q = (T L + Tdes - TF,in ) - ME,re f
I
Captur = [ f,req.... = stae False I v V_ Vo,_rt
I
I I
Speed error = VF - VF,req
Tno m = AR/VF,re q
ATnom = (AR - Tno m VF)/VF,re f
J
Terr, 1 -
S= {[1 + (RF,ref-RF) ] VF
RF,ref
+ [1- (RF_ref - RF) ] VF,ref}/2
RF,ref
2 (R E - RF,ref) RF,re f
(ME+ VF,ref) + -- _Tno mVF,ref
"i
Compute VF,re q for R F < RF,re f
Tland = RF/S
Terr, 2 = Tno m - Tland
Vet r = K VF,re f Terr, 2
VF,req,2 = V F - Ver r
I I I-tF,0 - HF,ref
I I
I VF,req =
Speed error =
z&Tno m =
G 3 VF,req, 1 + (1 - G3) VF,req,2]
V F - VF,re q
G 3 merr, 1 + (1 - G3) Terr, 2 I
Inputs Outputs Initial conditions
RL
VL
RF
VF
VF,re f (pilot selectable)
VL,re f (pilot selectable)
Tde s (pilot selectable)
Speed error
Tnom
Amnom
RF,re f = 0.8 VF,re f Tde ,,
RL,re f = 2.5 n.mi.
R x = 20.0 n.mi.
Vstar t = V F
Capture = True
Latch = False
Figure B1. Concluded.
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with ATnom computed as in equation (1) of appen-
dix A. The speed-error term may then be computed
using equation (3) of appendix A. It should be noted
that the V L term used in the SDC algorithm was
r (RL /_L,ref) RL,ref 1
v
l
where V I, is the ground speed of the lead aircraft after
passing through a first-order filter with r = 10 see
and
C2 = 1 (RL > Rx)
(R L -- RL,ref)
2
G2 = (R x _ RL,ref ) (RL,ref < RL < RX)
G2 = 0 (RL "_ RL,ref )
where
Rx = 121 520 ft (20 n.mi.)
This derivation of VL was used to provide a smooth
(no discrete transitions) estimate of the speed profile
of the lead aircraft for the three segments of the
approach profile: RL > RX, RX > RL > RL,ref,
and t_L,re f > R L.
RL<_0
Once the lead aircraft, crosses the runway thresh-
old, the SDC algorithm is based on Tno_, where
T,,om = Td_ - T,:_,,,,_
and Tcross is the time since RL <_ O. To determine
the required speed, two comtmtations are used: one
for R F > RF, ref and the other for RF <_ /_F, ref. For
ElF > RF, ref, equation (5) may be used, substituting
Tnom for Zde s and setting T L to zero, where
TL = TL,i,_ + TL,out
That is,
2(R F -- RF, ref)
-- W
VF'req -- Tnom -TF,in -- F, req (6)
For R F <_ RF, ref, the following derivation is used for
"v_"r_,q. Let
Zerr,2 = Znoln -- rland
where
14
and
otherwise
S := _'_" (V F < WF.ref)
S = + RF, ref j VF
To determine V/=r_,q, let
_{,rr = K WF,re f Zerr, 2
where K is such that 1 see of error is approximately
equal to 5 knots (K = 0.04). Then,
V'F, req = VF -- Kerr (7)
In order to preclude the possibility of a discontinuity
at. ]_F = t_f.',ret- the VF, req terms from equations (6)
and (7) were combined to form a single VF.re q term
as follows: Let
WF, req, 1 = VF, re q
from equatioIl (6) and
I")7.req,2 = VF, req
from equation (7). Then let
-- (;a Vy, r(,qd + (1 - Ga) VF, I._q.2
and where
G3 -- 0 (R F <_ RF.ret" )
(/_F -- RF, ref)
(;3 := (RF > RF, ref)
(RF, o -- RF, ref)
RF',o = RF (1 L = O)
Similarly, otherwise
where
Terr, 1 -
ATnom = G3 Terra + (1 - G3) Terr, 2
(R F - RF, ref) RF, ref
+ Tnom
VF Vp, rof
( VF < VF, ref)
Terr,1
2(R F - RF, ref)
V F 9- YF, ref
RF, ref
+
YF, ref
Ynom
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